
From
To
CC
Sent 222021 72948 PM

Subject RE Draft SH Project Tracking

Attachments BoardSystem Hardening Project Trackerv020221xlsx

CAUTION This email was sent from an EXTERNAL source Think before clicking links or

openingattachments

See attached for the workbook tracking Weve cleaned it up and will be able to update quickly as the 08W
evolves over time

Three tabs included are

Summary Reporting Highlevel view of the statuses as of 1292021
Approved CPZs Which CPZs have been approved by the committee for scoping and how many
projects miles are in each with miles per phase
08W Project List Summarized view of all in the current system hardening pipeline

KPMG LLP
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From
Sent TuesdayFebruary 2 2021 242 PM
To

Cc

Subject EXTERNAL RE Draft SH Project Tracking

That will work for the meeting But it will not work for our submission to the board

For the Board we need to have a more detailed list an Excel File would be more appropriate

Anchor on Circuit Protection Zone and in each CPZ we have a set number of miles

Within those mile how many are in each stage Scoping Dependancy Clearing
We dont need to call out ECOP PSPS As that distinction is irrelevant here

We have to have it for both SH and EVM as we need to upload it for the Board Materials before Thursday this

week

I
PGE

I
Sr Director Risk Special Projects I

There is no such thing as a small act of kindness every act creates a ripple with no logical end
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From
Sent TuesdayFebruary 02 2021 854 AM
To

Cc

Subject Draft SH Project Tracking

CAUTION This email was sent from an EXTERNAL source Think before clicking links or

opening attachments
He

Attached are a couple draft slides for the SH meeting today related to project tracking These are based on the

08W Status tracking up leveled a bit and there are a few inconsistencies that Im running down with and

team Let me know if you have any thoughts and Ill try to work with to make sure these can get

incorporated tonight

Best

know KPMG LLP

Manager Strategy

Mobile

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged It is intended solely for the addressee

Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure

copying distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be

unlawful When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms

and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter

CAUTION This email originated from outside KPMG Do not click links open attachments or forward unless you

recognize the sender the senders email domain and you know the content is safe Forward suspicious ennails as an

attachment to USKPMG SPAM Collection Mailbox

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged It is intended solely for the addressee

Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure

copying distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be

unlawful When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms

and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter
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